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THE HIMALAYAN PUBLIC SCHOOL 

HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 2024 - 25 

CLASS – VI 
 

1. ENGLISH LANGUAGE: 
 Write 20 idioms along with their meaning and also make sentences. 

 Watch the movie The Day After Tomorrow, write about the characters of the movie, and summarise 

the story in not more than 200 words in a thin notebook. 

 

2. ENGLISH LITERATURE: 
 Read stories 1 and 2 from Munshi Premchand and also, frame 4-4 questions along with their 

answers from each story. 

 

3. HINDI LANGUAGE: 

 iznw"k.k vFkkZr~ izkd̀frd vlarqyu ij 250 “kCnksa dk fuca/k fy[ksaA 
 

4. HINDI LITERATURE:  

 ikB 5] 6] 7] 8 vkSj 9 ds “kCn&vFkZ ;kn djsaA  
 lqHknzk dqekjh pkSgku dk thou ifjp; fy[ksaA 

 
     

5. MATHS: 
 Make a separate thin notebook  

 Learn and write tables from 10 to 20. 

 Do examples of chapter 1 and 2. 

 Write contribution of any two mathematician and paste their pictures also. 

 

6. SCIENCE:   

(A) PHYSICS:  

 Do activity 3 given on Page 33 of Chapter 2. (Aim: to measure the area of regular surface by 

using a graph paper in your notebooks. 

 

 (B) CHEMISTRY:  
 Write about given scientists and their contributions to science (any one of them) in your 

notebooks. 

 Dmitri mendeleev, Antoine Lavousier, John Dalton. 

 

(C) BIOLOGY:  

 Perform activity 10:to show that water and oxygen are necessary for germination. 

 Write observation of the activity in your notebooks. 

 

7. SOCIAL SCIENCE: 

(A)  HISTORY & CIVICS :- 
 Make a project on: 

a) Mesopotamia civilization  

b) Egyptian civilization  

c) Harappan civilization  

d) Chinese civilization  

e) Draw and paste pictures related to it and do not make more than 8 pages. 

 Prepare for  syllabus  of  UT -1 
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(B)  GEOGRAPHY  
 Make a neat, labeled, and colourful project not more than 10 pages on the Landforms of Earth. 

Draw or paste related pictures, and also, write Acknowledgement and Biography.  

 

8. SANSKRIT 

 laLdr̀ esa 20 rd fxurh fy[ksaA 
 laLdr̀ esa ik¡p i'kqvksa ,oa ik¡p if{k;ksa ds uke fy[kksA 

 
9. COMPUTER SCIENCE:    

 Make a project file on Embedded computers.     [Roll no 1 to 15] 

 Make a project file on Artificial Intelligence.     [Roll no 16 to 30] 

 Make a project file on Different types of E commerce Apps.   [Roll no 31 to 43] 

 

10. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:  
 Write 20 current affairs from the month of June in the G.K notebook. 

 

11. ART & CRAFT : 
 Make  a colourfull wall hanging using egg tray and mirrors.    [Roll no 1 to 14] 

 Make flower pot using plastic bottles cut out, create different patterns and shape. 

[Roll no 14 to 28] 

 Make a mandala art with fabric colours you can also use mirrors cut out. 

             [Roll no 29 to 43] 


